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Australian producers have become more active in seeking relief from 
It unfair" competition since Australia implemented its rights and 
obli,g;ltions. under the GATT Subsidies Code in the anti-duml)ingand 
countervailing actions introduced in 1986. Tbislegisl.ationmaybe 
inappropriate for provi.ding Australian firms in 'new hldllstries" 
verging on rapid growth, with. sufficient time to tllO\(! down the 
learning cur'ies and be competitive with foreignprnducers.Priruary 
and infant industries may not survive under the presentanU .. dumping 
system. This paper seeks to analyse tbeeconomics of dumping, Uw 
response, of public poHcy t,o. it and its impact 011 Australian 
agriculture. Submissions. to .the reeell! Senate' Jnquiryinlo anti. 
dumping and countervailing legiSlation are used as (he Plain data 
base for the analysis. It isargu~dthnt. like theQU.ermaiu users of 
anti-dumpingJaws-Canada, fhe .. i<:uropean Community and the 
United States .. Australia may not .. find it in itsinterfst to baveits 
own rules and 'practices applied to it .. 

Intentational trade disputes have become a frequent occurrence in recent years. This is 

mainly due to market imperfections. Rather than undertake multih:teral solutions via the 
Oeneral.Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAm, agricultumlproducers have typically found it 
politically expedient to dump their excess production onto world markets. There. are great 

differences in the degrees of imperfection in various pans of theintemational trade system. 

Anti,.dumping policies and countervailing measures are deemed necessary to enforce 
competitive behaviour in trade seclorsand, more particularly ,to correct disparities in market 
power between Australian and foreign producers. 

The objectives of th.is study are to analyse the economics of dumping, the response of 

public policy to dumping and its impact on Australian agriculture. To that end, some theoretical 
background is provided. An assessment of the recent recommendations of the Senate Standing 
Committee on !ndustry, Science and Technology is made and lhe.consistency of these 

recommendations with the proposals submitted by vested interest groups is evaluated. The 

implications for public policy fonnuhuionare~dwnprior to conclusion. 

Theoretical ConsideratiONs 

Dumping is price discrimination conducted across national boundaries. Price discrirnination 

occurs wheoa firm .maintains different price-unit cost margins in separate markets. Hohuck 
(1987) has stated that a profit-maximising firm will only price discriminate .if the following 



condi lions are met: markets are S(:parable, the finn has market power in. at least some markets, 
and differentrnmkets have. different demand elasticities. 

Tariffs and, non-tariff measures are considered to be key variables keeping markets 
separable and preventing arbitrage from equalisingprice"unitcost margins. Free traders o.nen 
argue that the elimination or reduction of aU trade barriers may make price discrimination 
impractical. This argument is not necessarily conect because it is based on the classical view of 
price discrimination as described by Boltuck. There is another view of price discrimination, 
one which can belabeUedas strategic price discrimination. 

Classical price discrimination is the result .of n mechanistic, profit-maximising decision 
made by a firm operating in an essentially non-competitive environment. Strategicprice 
discrhnination is the product of tbeefforts of a firm behaving aggressively in a meaningful 
competitive environment, trying to maximise the expected value of uncerLt1.in futureprofit.~. The 
resulting behaviour involv~s various offensive and defensive tactics which the finn employs to 
sustain its competitive advantage. TIlisbehaviour is radically different from the deterministic 
type of behaviour displayed. in Iheclassical case. This distinction between the twO types.of 
price discrimination is quite important in evaluating the economic itnpactsofdumping. 

There are three bro41cicategories of dumping: sporadic. continuous and strategic. 
• Sporadic dumpi ngoccurs under conditions where the exporter does not want to disrupt 
the price structure in the home market and is willing to sell an oversupply .ofgoods on the 
export market for whatever price. 
• Continuous dumping is the outcome of classical price discrimination across national 
boundaries. 
• Strategic dumping, whose objecdvesare to achieve a foothold in a. new export market, 
to prevent the loss of world market share and.to monopolise the export market. 

Both sporadic and continuous dumping are consistent with classical price discrimination. 
Sporadic dumping is, in effect. aneconomic.method of disposing ·of surplusproductiQn 
cheaply. The export market may be used for capacity management purposes. That. is, the 
export market may be treated as peripheral to the domestic markettand thus used to maintain 
high levels of capacity utilisation by serving as a safety valve for disposing of surplus 
production during slack economic periods in the domestic market. Ehtenhaft (1979) has 
referred to this as an example of dumpingunempJoyment from the home market to an export 
market. Sandmo (1971) has developed .an argument suggesting thaJ the cost of capital to 
domestic producers may increase as a result of sporadic,cyclicaJ dumping. Rehas .also 
speculated that unstable demand may lead to a monopoly or oligopoly .market structure when 
only a small proportion of firms .are risk·neutralandaH others are .risk-averse, for the latter 
group offinns will cease opemting in the presence of greater risk-volatility. 

One example of.continuous dumping. the classical case Qfintemational price discrimination, 
may arise when the price leader in a highly concentrated oligopolistic industry segments 
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markets along .intemationallinesbecause domestic Consumers have a stronger preference for the 
product than consumers in other countries and/or because domestic anti-trust or tradeprclctices 
legislation deters geographic segmentation and price discrimination within the domestic market. 
Price discrimination for .th'is .reason will increase the finntsprofits. Another example of 
continuous dumping may QCcur if the domestic market is less competitive orrlvalrousthan the. 
eXpQrtmarket.Price-costmargins may be smaller in an export market tilanthe domestic market 
if the fonner is more competitive. 'That is, when there are more finns, lower entry barriers, a 
smallerprobabiHty of collusion and/or greater degree of rivalry amQngthe 'firms selling lntbe 
export market. 

Although neither case of continuous dumping is likely to be permanent ina dynamic,reaI 
worJdsetting, both are likely to have a more adverse effect on the profit and growth 
performance of firms in the export market than non-dumped imports. Furthermore. they may 
be more likely to prevent finnsin the export market from developing comparative. advantages in 
products with significant learning curve prQductionbenefitS or economies of scale. 

Strat~gic dumping may occur forpredatory reasons or gaining.a foothold in export markets. 
Anti-trust laws maybe laxer in thesemnrkets and so the potential for monopolising them may 
be greater or firms based in these markets may be potential entrants into thedomesric mark~t of 
the firms practising price discrimination. Hence. it may be more expeditious to tie up these 
potential entrants in their own backyards than to allow them to enter into and compete 
aggressively.in the domestic market. Competing aggressively in the ~.xport market may be the 
low-cost, lower risk strategy for providing a signal to deterpotentia,l entry into the domesti~ 
market for disciplining rivals in order to ,remain the price leader .in the domestic marke~ or for 
demonstrating to rivals the willingness to protect market share in the home market. 

Predatory dumping has generally been considered to impose the greatest costs on finns, and 
eventually consumers, in the export market. The gaining a foothold case of dumping has 
usually been assumed to produce a net positive impact in the exports market. However, it is 
conceivable that this latter type of dumping may create significant costs for the .exportmarket 
when the goods/services in question are .intennediate goods/serv.ices. For these products, 
quality, reputation and close cooperation between buyer and seller are critical. An initial round 
of dumping, which displaces some finns in the export market as suppliers to some customers in 
that market, may gradually improve theexporter1s competitive advantage vis-a-vis import
competing firms. For many classes of intermediate goods, regular contact with buyers is 
critical for seIJers to keep informed of the buyer*s changing needs. Once a supplier is 
displaced, it becomes increasingly less well infonnedand thus Jess c3:pable of developing and 
providing the products required in the future. Consequently, strategic dumping to gain a 
foothold in the export market may seriously hann the growth prospects of import-competing 
firms in that market supplying technOlogically-intensive and/or specialised intermediate 

products. 
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Baumol (1982) argues that predation is nota feasible strategy in contestable markets. The 

predator, even if successful in driving out existing finns t will not be able to recoup its losses 
during the period of predation because it will be faced with .another group of entrants. But the 
conditions necessary for markets to be contestable are unlikely to be operative. Furthennore, 
the contestability theory ignores strategic behaviour and responses. An incumbent may drive 
out an .entrant by means of some predatory strategy in order to provide a signal to other 
prospective entrants,or even established finns, ·of its intention to maintain its marketposition, 
usually one of leadership. Successful predation also will provide a signal to the capital markets 
to reasSess the risks for potential entrants into this market 

Clearly, anti-dumping laws create a moral hazard problem, for one should expect that when 
injury is rewarded (with a pos;rive ruling in an anti-dumping complaint), the supply of injury 
wiUincrease.But the argument that dumping will tend to produce a positive welfare effect in 
fheexport market ignores the potentially negative dynamic and long-tenn consequences of 
dumping. When industries in which finns in the export market may develop a competitive. 
advantage are destroyed in ,their infancy, or when the technological and competitive advantages 
of other finns .areretarded,the long~tennproductivitygrowth potential is reduced and .so too 
the rate of growth in a country's standard of llving. .Moreover,even though unemployment in 

excess of some equilibrium level is a reflection of labour market imperfections, the labour 
market shocks produced by dumping exacerbate the unemployment problem, .even if for only 
short periods of time. There is no use in arguing that the underlying problem stems from 
market imperfections, for lhepolitical reality is that any dumping-induced increase in the level 
of unemployment cannot be easily dismissed. 

Australian Legislation and Senate Standing Committeelllquiry 

TIle Australian legislation that deals with the special provisions relating to anti-dumping 
duties .is contained in Part XVB of the Customs Act 1901 and the Customs Tariff (Anti
Dumping) Act 1975. As Australia isa signatory of theGA IT, these two legislative Acts .must 
confonn to the GA TTrules and in particular to the GATT Anti-Dumping and Subsidies Codes. 

The Customs Act defines the concepts of 'normal value', 'export price' and 'Iikegoods' 
and also establishes the Australian interpretation oftheGA IT requirements for imposing anti

dumping and countervailing duties, where countervailing duties refer to duties imposed on 
subsidisedgoods. Under the .current Australian legislation, if duties are to be imposed, the 
dumped or subsidised imports have to cause or threaten to cause material injury to an Australian 
industry ,producing like goods, or materially hinder the establishment of such an industry 
(Sections 269TG(l) and 269TJ(1) Customs Act 1901). There are a number of apparent 
problems in applying these regulations. Firstly, the dumping requirements stipulated in both. 
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the GATT and the Australian legislatiooprecludeproducers of the raw agricultural productJrom 
initiating .anti-dumping action against processed goods because they are not considered to 'be 

producing 'like goods'. Secondly; there is the problem of how much causality between injury 

and subsidies is required. Thirdly, no clear guidelines are established on whether material 
injury is constituted by loss of market share orin value tennstor to what degree of injury 
constitutes 'material ' injury. 

In 1986, Professor F.B. Gruen of the Australian National University conducted a review of 
the Customs Tariff (Anti..:Dumping) Act The major changes announced after the Gruen Report 

were the establishment of an Anti-Dumping Authority whose objective was to infonnthe 
'Minister whether dumping or countervailing duties should be imposed, the introductionofa 
sunset clause restricting the life of duty notices to 3 years and the legislative provision for 
prescribing statutory time limits. Complete re-testing of the countervailing case at the end of the 
3 year sunset period, as is currently required in Australia, is more onerous 'than is required. by 
the GATT. The economic rationale behind the introduction of the sunset cl au st: is obviously to 
provide Australian industry with protection via non-tariff barriers. 

Following the referral of the tenus of reference to the Senate Standing Committee on 
Industry, Science and Technology by the Senate on November 7, 1990, an Inquiry was 
established to examine the procedures involved in Australian anti-dumping and .countervailing 
actions and to evaluate the need for changes to Part XVBof the Customs Act. The Inquiry was 

instigated by Senator Ron Boswell (National Party) who had expressed concern about the 
impact of lower priced imported goods on Australian agricultural producers and the inadequacy 
of the current system in combating this problem. The Committee received.67 submissions from 
vested interest groups including producer organisations, importers, State and Commonwealth 
Government departments, and local manufacturers. In addition to these writtensubmissionst 

10 public hearings were held, at which 45 individuals or organisations voluntarily gave 
evidence. Despite the apparent broad cross section of submissions, the absence of consumer 
groups from the Inquiry causes some concern. Consumers are advantaged, at least in the short 
run, by the importation of cheaper goods and their absence may indicate some bias in the 

Inquiry towards producers. 
In its first recommendation, the Committee suggests that the Government continue its 

efforts to change the GAIT definition of 'domestic industry' to include the producer of the raw 
agriculturalproduct. Like many producer groups, the Australian Citrus Growers 'Federation 
was very vocal in its support of this recommendation. The Federation states that "natural 
justice demands that if growers are being injured by dumped or subsidised imports, then 
growers must be eligible to seek and obtain protection through anti-dumping or countervailing 
actions" (Senate Standing Committee Hansard Report, 25 March 1991, p.546).Consider the 
dumping of frozen concentrated orangejuice on the Austra1ianmarket. According to the current 
legislation, the producers of Australian .oranges are not materially injured by the importation of 
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frozen concentrated orange juice because they 'are not the producer of the like good. The only 
affected industry is the orangejuiceextraction industry. However, if.cheap frozen concentrated 

orange juice is purchased by an Australian orange juice company, the finn may then offer the 
Australian orange growers a lower price for their good, or simply reduce the quantity 

purchased, which may cause material injury to the Australian growers. In order to rectify this 
situation,theproducerof the raw agricultural product must be included in the definitions· of like 

good and domestic industry when considering the dumping of processed goods. Some non

producer organisations, like the .Food and Beverage Importerst Association and. the Department 

of Foreign Affairs and Trade, voiced their opposition to the inclusion of agricultural producers 
in the assessment of injury. The Food and Beverage Importers' Association. believed that this 

proposal may extend me scope of an anti-dumping investigation to an unmanageable extent, 
while the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade believes that the, GA IT Codes do not give 
the scope for such changes given the strict definitions of 'like product'and 'domestic industry' . 

The Inquiry also addressed the need for the development of a c!earermetbodology for 
estimating material injury in industries which have long production .processes. Theproducer 

groups were unanimously in favour of developing a dearer methodology for estimating material 
injury. The Committee of Direction of Fruit Marketing noted that lIit may be difficult to 

precisely define material injury'" however, "it is important for the growing sector of the 

industry for the method of estimating injury to adequately reflect the industry' sproduction role 
and fluctuations in prices receivedll (Senate Standing Committee Hansard. Report, 3 April 1991, 
'p.729). The Australian Customs Service, however, is opposed to clarifying the methodology 

for estimating material injury because it "is not aware of a particular or extraordinary problem 

associated with injury assessment of those industries with so-called long production periods .. " 

(Senate ~tanding Committee Hansard Report, 12 April 1991, p.897). TheCommittee 
recognises the shortfalls of the Customs Service's argument and accordingly recommends that 

the Customs Service, in conjunction with the Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource 

Economics, develop new computer.;based models which incorporate some of the economic 

variables unique to each industry. 
The. application of the sunset clause is another issue addressed by the Inquiry~ The intended 

purpose of the sunset clause was to warn industries that any anti-dumping action was ~nact of 
f!mergency protection against dumping ,and was not to be used as a continuing source of non
tariffprotection (Gruen 1986). The producer organisations· worries over the sunset period are 
summed up in the following example. The Brandy Sub-Committee of theWinemakers' 
Federation of South Australia successfully lodged a countervailing case against heavily 

subsidised French brandy in 1986. The duty was terminated in 1989 at the end of the 3 year 

sunset period and the Federation was forced tore-prove the case, at great expense to them. The 

duty was subsequently .re-imposed in February 1990, but some damage was caused to the 

Australian brandy industry in the interim period.. The Federation and many other producer 
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groups argued .that if sUbsidisation of goods was obviously still occurring. the producers 

should not have to re-prove the case .every 3 years. The Australian Customs Service,however, 

does not believe that completere-testing of countervailing cases precludes .any industry from 
renewing countervailingot anti-dumping action. The Committee recommends that Australia '.s 
legislation be amended to extend the sunset period from 3 to 5 years and, more importantly,tbat 

reviews of each case be permitted before the automatic termination of an anti-dumping .or 

counteIVailingcase. As already noted, the GAIT does not require complete re-testing of a 
countervailing or dumping duty~ 

The final term of reference .addressed by the Inquiry concerns the issue of whether 

Australia's interpretation of the GATT Codes .is consistent with tbeapproach taken by other 

GAIT signatories. The Committee believes that "the differences between the GAIT Codes and 

the Auztralianlegislationregarding the grounds for initiating an investigation are substantial and 

has led to an undue burden being placed on an industry's resoutces ... "{Senate Standing 

Committee Inquiry, p.65). Thus, it recommends that some legislative and administrative 

changes be made to the anti-dumping system in an attempt to remove any inconsistencies. 

These changes include amendments to Sections 269TBand 269TCof the Customs Act .. the 
provisionofa detailed sample questionnaire for applicants and .that applicants only be required 

to provide reasonably available information (Senate Standing Committee Inquiry, p.66 .. 7), The 
Australian Dried Fruits Association believes that Australia has taken a much stricter 
interpretation of the GAIT Codes than other countries in an attempt to persuade trading giants 

like the United States and the European ComOlunitytocurb their 'unfair'tradingpractices. So 

far, this StI'ategyhas been ineffectual. According to the Canned iFruits Industry Council of 

Australia, the strict nature of the Australian interpretation " is scrupulously fair to the foreign 

exporter at the expense of the Australian producer "(Senate StandingConnnittee Hansard 

Report, 18 March 1991, p.135). For example, a duty was placed on Australian canned pears in 

1972 by American authorities and despite being reviewed every year, the duty is still in place. 

In Australia, however, the sunset clause precludes producers or processors from receiving 

continual protection in that manner. Also, the quantity imported by the United States 

constituted only 3 per cent of the market, yet it was considered large enough to threaten material 

injury. 

Discussioll 

Table 1 displays a summariseii version of some of the submissions made to the Inquiry. 

The organisations presented in the Table constitute the group of submissions that most 

adequately addressed the terms of reference. According to Table 1, the producer groups are 

fairly unified in their approach. All of the producer groups presented in the Table argue that 

producers should be included in the assessment of mate rial injmy, that a new inquiry may not 



TABLE 1: Vested interest groups' responses to tbe Senate Standing Committee Inquiry's terms or referencea 

Should producers -of Should securities be 
raw materittlsbe applied at the prima 
included when facie stage? 
assessing injury? 

Pruducers 

ACGF Yes No 
ADFA Yes Yes 
UDV Yes Yes 
WFSA Yes NoCommentb 
CFICA Yes Yes 
AHGC Yes Yes 
CDFM Yes Yes 
NFF Yes Yes 

Importers 

FBIA No No 

Others 

NIAAD'fF N/A Yes 
ACe Yes No 
DFAT No No 
AC11J N/A Yes 
SBFT Yes Yes 
ACS y~ No 

sse Yes No 

a See appendixfor explonaliono/vested interest groups' abbrCl'iations. 
b The intetesl group did not acknowledge this term a/reference. 

Isa clearer method .. 
ology for estimating 
material injury nceded? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No Comment 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No 

Yes 

C The interest grotlp acknowledged this term oJre.ferem:e but declined tocommenl. 

ts a new inquiry needed Jsadequat'~statistical 
aftercountervalling duties eLi\.1 aVa1.1able? 
have lapsed? 

No No 
No No 
No Yes 
No No 
No N/Ac 
No N/A 
No N/A 
No No 

No NoCommel11 

No No 
No No 
No No 
No N/A 

N/A N/A 
Yes Yes 

No No 

Is Australia'sGATf 
interpretation consistent 
with other nations? 

No 
No 
No 

No Comment 
No 
No 
N/A 
N/A 

NoCommenl 

No 
NoCOmrnent 

Yes 
N/A 
N/A 

NoConunent 

No 
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be necessary after countervailing duties have lapsed and that a clearer methodology for 
.estimating material injury should be developed. 

There is some debate among producers as to the desirability of implementing cash 
securities at .theprima facie stage of investigation. Of all the producer groups presented in 

Table 1, only the AusttalianCitrus Growers' Federation does not believe that this is desirable. 
All of the other producer groups believ.:,. .~ .. ~ f'rle i~position of cash securities at.an earlier stage 
of the investigation may cre:>l''; ',«11 Ie h', ··..iuamong foreign exporters with respect to their 

plans to export goods belo",' co .. ". On the question of the consistency of Australia's 
interpretation of the GATT with other GA TTsignatories, the Table indicates that Australian 
producers believetnat Australia's interpretation is much harsher than the position taken by other 
nations. Only the Winemakers' Federat!~n of South Australia declined to comment on this 
issue while both the Committee ",1" Direction of Fruit .Marketingand the National Farmers' 

Federation did notadc' "ess .the issue. 
The sole representative of the importer organisations presented in Table 1 is the Food and 

Beverage Importers' Association. As expected a priori, the views of the producers and the 

importers are almost diamemcallyopposite. The Food and Beverage Importers' Association 

declines to comment on the need for a clearer methodology for estimating material injury, the 

availability of adequate statistical data, and the consistency of Australia's GATT interpretation. 
However, it does agree with the producers that complete re-testing of a countervailing.case after 

duties have lapsed is unnecessary. The Food and .Beverage Importers' Association also does 
not believe that producers of the raw product should be included when assessing injury caused 

by allegedly dumped processed goods. 
Among the other vested interest groups presented in Table 1, there is some debate on the 

efficacy of some of the tenus of reference. Only the Australian Customs Service is .against the 

development of a clearer methodology for estimating material injury and is also in favour of 
having a new inquiry after a countervailing has lapsed. On the important question of the 
inclusion of producers of raw materials when assessing material injury, both the National 

Industry Association's Anti-Dumping Task Force and the Australian Council of Trade Unions 

failed to address the issue, while the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade controversially 

argued that producers should not be included. 
TI)e organisations are divided on the issue of the desirability ofiITlplementing cash securities 

at the prima facie stage. The National Industry Association's Anti-Dumping Task Force,the 

Australian Council of Trade Unions and the Society for Balanced Free Trade all believe that the 
implementation of cash securities at an earlier stage of investigation is desirable while the 
Australia Chamber of Commerce, the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and the 

Australian Customs Service all believe otherwise. The final row of Table 1 represents the 
recommendations made by the Senate Standing Committee, which are generally consistent with 

those of vested interest groups. 
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From a theoretical perspective, several questions .mustaddressed. before the .new anti

dumping legislation is designed: 

• Are anti-dumping 'rules appropriate in a world of continually changing comparative 

advantages? In this type of environment, wouldanti-dumping rules not run the risk of being 

used to harass and stall foreign competition? 

-With the .continued. trend towards the internationalisation of production, can anti

dumping rules deal effectively with injurious, predatory dumping? How far down thevahte

added chain can anti-dumpingruJesreach'1 

• Anti-dumping laws pre\ent the use of competitive strategies in the international 

marketplace that are acceptable and in some cases lauded in the domestic market Are these 

strategies desirable or not? Does foreign competition ba'le a more damaging impact on 

domestic producers than competition from other domestic fIrms? 

In practice, however, it appears that Australian anti-dumping laws are to be retained and 

improved. To that end,their principal focus should be predatory, anti-competitive, actions 

which would have the most damaging effects on primary and infant industries and products in 

tbegrowthphase of their life cycle. Producer and .consumer interests would be best served if 

anti-dumping laws were revised to target predatory dumping. This objective necessitates higher 

injury and causation standards than those currently employed. in dumping investigations. 

The most striking example of predatory dumping was offered by Castle BaconPty Limited. 

According to Castle Bacon, there were seven producers of canned ham in Australia in 1980. 

Today, only Castle bacon remains. It is claimed that the other producers were forced out of 

business by dumped and subsidised goods entering the Australian market from countries such 

as Denmark, Ireland and the Netherlands. The .industry has, on several occasions, applied for 

the introduction of countermeasures. However, on each occasion, imports were simply 

sourced from another country (Senate Standing Committee Hansard Report, 18 March 1991, 

p.159). This practice, known as 'country hopping', has continually thwarted the canned ham 

industry's efforts 10 obtain protection. There is no apparent evidence that the price of ham has 

increased in Australia. However, there is the potential for an increase in price, which may hann 

consumers in the long-run. Given the nature ofagricultural production, sporadic dumping will 

often occur" However, the real concern for both producers and consumers is the practice of 

predatory dumping and the Committee appears to have failed to make this important distinction. 

The prospect of .anti-dumping complaints, the cost of disputing them and the uncertainty of 

the outcomes can deterfinr.s from pursuing an aggressive, competitive strategy aimed at 

gaining ,market share in the export market The process of investigation creates an important 

barrier to the fIrms interested in developing a presence in .anexport .market. The current 

legislation 'imposes a heavy burden on the domestic linus initiating the complaint by taking up 

to 295 days to decide whether a case is positive. It appears then that .tremendous uncertainty is 

created in the market, the main burden ·of which is on the domestic finns and not the foreign 
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fmns.Arnore .reasonable and effective period maybe 30 days for perishable products and up 

to 120 days for otherproducts. 

The issue of tbeprocessed versus raw product is of significant importance. Since the 

processed product is derived from the raw produc~the size of the domestic industIy is largely 

determined by.the amount of raw productprodu~eti, wbetherproducuon is measured at the raw 

Of processed level of tbedomesticmarket Therefore,adding imports of the raw and processed 

product and ~ividing by some defmitionof domestic production ,may bea good proxy of 

material injury:. Clearly, this measure results in a higher import penetration ratio than separating 

the raw and processed product industries. However, imports of one of dle products, say the 

raw product, may be increasing at a faster rate man those of the other, and therefore of the 

combined raw.and processed product. Since the rate of growth in import penetration is a factor 

that may be considered in a material injury deteI1Jlination, there ,maybe an incentive. for the 

complainant to argue for separate raw and processed product industries. 

A .three-part methodology for estimating material injury in industries which have .long 

production periods or processes can be suggested. This.methodology applies to both processed 

and raw products. The frrst step .is to documentgovemment programs that provide subsidies 

and .to detennine to which market level they most logically apply. The se~ondstep is to analyse 

the potential for the subsidies to injure .the domestic industry at both market levels. The fmal 

step in properly defming the domestic industry is consideration of what.effecta countervailing 

duty applied at one level .of the market will have on trade flows and prices at other market 

levels. 

Inmostcasestbe largest subsidies pra~dded to agricultural producers are fairly .easy to 

identify and it is widclyaccepted that notall'fi;ubsidiesareequally trade-distorting. The decision 

whether the domestic industry produces a~l)duct sufficiently similar to .allegedly subsidised 

proouct to warran.. tco.untervailing duty actit.· .ShOUld be based on common .sense and a detailed 

understanding of the markets as well as on ~;)nomic theory. 

According to Schnlitzet al (1981)~ there are three criteria that are commonly used in the 

detenninationof dumping: comparing prices at home .andabroad,comparingprices in a number 

of import markets (3rd country test) and selling below the cost of production. Each of these 

tests is useful under different conditions. For example,comparingthe export price With the 

domestic price is useles~ J the good is produced solely for export purposes. If the law is to be 

changed so as to make it easier for agricultural producers to lodge ~ti-dumping'complaints7 a 

test for dumping .must be developed that accounts for the unusual nature .of agricultural 

production costs. The current tests, if used independently,can lead to inconsistent results. 

SupPQ$e that an exporter charges a price in a foreign market which is lower than that in the 

home market • Further assume that the cost of production is less than both the foreign and 

homeprices. If the test comparing home and foreign prices is used, dumping is said to have. 

occurred~ However, if the cost of production test is used, dumping has not occurred. What 
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repercussions does this have for anti-dumping complainants? It is obvious that independent use 
of the criteria will not suffice in the detennination of dumping. The law should be changed to 
allow for more in-depth analysis ·of specific dumping cases and to make a clearer distinction 
between normal business practice in agricultural as compared to manufactured goods. Selling 
below C()st is considered nonnal business practice in agriculture because outcomes are not 

known at the time of planting and a fanner may be forced to sell his ripe cropata time of low 
prices. 

It is suggested that available Australian capacity become a standard indicator of a threat of 
material injury in all cases including raw and processed products. It is further suggested. that 
the noonal value be calculated on a weighted average basis and be compared with the export 
price on a transacnon-by.;transaction basis. .In addition, It is recommended that the legislation 
provide for the use of sampling techniques. This scheme will .allow the use of the most 
frequently occurring or representative pric('s, incases where a significant volume of 
{ran"~ctionsis involved. 

Anti-predatory dumping action implies that exporters accused and gUilty of dumping should 
bear all the expenses involved retroactively. As suggested by the Committee, the current 3 y~ar 
pericctbeextended to .5 years and all anti .. dumping decisions be kept going from one 5 year 
period to another. In other words, all decisions should be pending indefinitely, unless it is 

decided otherwise at the end .of each 5 year period. Australia should require all foreign 
producers to provide information on the cost of production of the products under investigation 
and routinely check whether sales on the domestic market: have been made below cost 

Concerning the consistency of the Australian legislation with those of other main users of 
anti-dumping laws, it appears that international standards are rather vague and weak in defining 
material injury and setting out a precise causation test. The GATT lacks the power of law and 
enforcement. Individual state legislation .of GAIT guidelines has resulted in substantial 
difference in legal interpretations (Nam 1987). There is a tendency particularly in the United 
Sbtes to deal with international economic conflkts through litigation. The legal detail relied 
upon for US decisions has a ttndency to .maskprotection behind a guise of remedying "unfairll 

trading practices. 
The European Community has also used anti-dumping measures to protect its own market. 

Anti-dumping hac; played the role of the leading instrument for guiding imporlS to the European 
Community, nextlo the quota system and other means of extra-tariff protection. "Community 
surveillance" which is intended to j. .. 'ovide the infonnation needed for deciding whether to 
introduce safeguard measures against. imports from free market economies can be invoked 
whenever the Community interests so require. 

The Canadian system, as well, embraces a legalistic orientation in dealing with trade 

disputes. Canada has used GATT rules not only to protect the interests of Canadian producers 
from Itunfair" trade practices but also to change international trade flows (Finger and Nogues 
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1987). Trade law in Canada reflects agreements undertaken at vanousrounds of the GAIT and 
also reflects the.lltigious aU;lwdesprevailing intheUllited States. 

Accordingly, if the GA'fT cannot produce any Significant changes in the US andEC anti
dumping laws, among others., then Australia should amend its law toincorpornte the laxer 

overseas standards, including the right for .relatively minor producers to lodge a complaint. 
This change would serve two purposes. It would offer Australian agricultural producers as 
well as consumers greater protection against d'lmpingaimed. atpre-empting or dominating 
rapidly growing markets or using the Australian market for more efficient capacity 

management. Additionally, the Australiananti-dumpingsystem might become a greaterlrrimnt. 

to overseas finnsand could be used as a stronger bargaining lever to negotiate serious changes 
in the anti-dumping law.sintemational1y. 

There are certain other changes that might be worthWhile pursuing. But each invoJves a 

trade-off and thus one must proceed with caution in introducingtbese changes. Speeding up 

the process of anti-dumping investigations would both reduce thepeliod of uncertainty for 
fions subject to co.mplaints and assist domestic finns legitimately illjured by dumping with the 

more rapid imposition of duties or other remedies. However. there would bea trade-off 
between speed and due process. The desires for both speed and due process are in many ways 

mutually inco.nsistent and must be treated as such. 

Conclusion 

In the light o.fthe impotence of the GA 1T which has enabled various users of anti-dumping 
laws to interpret the guidelines differently, AustrciUamay not find it: in its interest to have its 

own rules and practices applied to. it. Accordingly, a radical pubH .:.pnlicy shift iscaUed for. 

The previo.us analysis suggests that Australiananti-dutnping ~neaSUreS should be aimed at 

preventing predato.ry behaviour by foreign producers. To. contain or even offset vested interest 
group pressures, however, it is essential to initiate and enhance consumer representation and 

other opposing interests onpubJic bodies designing and enforcing anti-dumping laws, e.g. 

Anti-Dumping Authority. Regular participation of these groups in anti .. dumpingproceedings 

could build .po1itical.support for genuine policy refonn lothe Austrnliantrade secto.r. 
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APPENDIX: Abbreviations 

Australian Citrus Growers' Federation 
Australian Dried Fruits Association 
United DairyfannersofVictoria 

Winemakersi Federation of South Australia (Brandy Sub-Committee) 
Canned Frui ts Industry Council of Austrctlia 

Austmlian Horticultural Growers' Council 

Committee of Direction of Fruit Marketing 
NFF National Fanners' Federation 
FBIA Food au,! Beverage Importers' Association 

NIAAD1F National Industry Association's Anti,.Dumping Task Force 

ACe Australian Chamber of Commerce 

DFAT Depanmentof Foreign Affairs and Trade 

ACTU Australian Council of Tmde Unions 
SBFf Society fOf Balanced Free Trade 

ACS Australian Customs Service 

sse Senate Standing Committee 


